Hi again! Welcome to week 15 of the MyMemories Project 52 series! Can
you believe the year is flying by so fast?? WOW! Well, this week’s “word of the
week” is something I know I struggle with from time to time and maybe you do
too. When I am learning something new - such as techniques that will improve
my photography, I get frustrated! I get overwhelmed, it’s too hard, I’m just not
getting the results I want and I don’t think I am getting any better! Well, that's
where this week’s word comes in! Really try to stay POSITIVE and don’t let be
discouraged with all of the things that are left to learn! Try to just pick ONE thing
at a time and practice, practice, practice, until that becomes a natural step in
your process. Try just ONE manual camera setting at a time - it does get easier!

If you find yourself getting aggravated that you are not happy with your progress, the
best way to help that is to look at the pictures YOU used to take! Never compare yourself to anyone but the
photographer YOU used to be!! If you look back at old pictures you too, I bet you will see a difference, you will
notice that your photos are more focused, or more colorful, or more cropped - something will stick out that
will SHOW that you ARE learning and getting better!! Try only to focus on YOU and your efforts. Chances are
there will always be someone better than you - but you know what, they are not YOU, they don’t have the
story to tell that you do! Continue to learn, continue to PRACTICE and continue to GROW! Even if you never
ever become a pro (and most of us won’t!) YOU CAN be happy with the pictures YOU take of those YOU love!

And a VERY special THANK YOU to our friend, Sarah from
*Sweet Blossom Designs* for letting us use her super cute
kit, *PHOTO SHOOT* for this fun series! Thanks Sarah,
we LOVE it!! (I think you will too!)
Check it out here: PHOTO SHOOT!

Join us each Saturday in 2012 for a fun new edition of MMS P-52! It’s
going to be a fun journey into our lives, our memories, our family’s
story and we’ll grow through it together! If you miss a week, don’t
worries, the posts will be listed on the blog so you can always catch
up! If you have something FUN you want to suggest that we add to the
list - please send me an email, Email me at LisaJ@MyMemories.com

. .and don’t forget to make a memory today!
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